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THE CAMPBELL ORATION
to.the Ulster Medical Society on 5th December, 1963
MR. PRESIDENT, MR. CAMPBELL, LADIES, AND GENTLEMEN:
My colleagues could have conferred no greater honour on me than to ask
me to deliver this year's Campbell Memorial Oration. Little did I think when, as
a first-year hospital student, I was allocated to Robert Campbell as surgical
dresser, that I should be standing here tonight as Campbell orator. My only wish
is that I could have been more worthy to follow in the footsteps of those
distinguished orators who have preceded me.
I must be one of the few left in the school who have had the privilege of
being taught by Robert Campbell. He was an extraordinary man. As a clinician
he was an outstanding teacher. He would maintain long-continued silences (I
have known him do a complete round of fifty-two beds without uttering a word),
then, at all-too-infrequent intervals, he would discourse eloquently and, with
characteristic pawky humour, leave the class with a clinical picture never to be
forgotten.
I recall the obituary notice of a Queen's graduate in which the following
sentence appeared: "An explosion . . . caused him serious injury and only
the fortuitous presence of a skilled surgeon in the vicinity saved his hands and
prevented a premature end to his career." The skilled surgeon referred to was
Robert Campbell and the patient was the late Professor A. K. Macbeth, mv
brother-in-law.
I shall always treasure this medal because of its association with one of my
Bearly teachers anid because it has been awarded to me by the Fellows and Members
of the Ulster Medical Society.
It was Sir Charles Snow(1) who first raised the idea of cultural apartheid-two
separate groups with their backs turned on each other in mutual incomprehension.
It has been my privilege to practise medicine during one of the most creative
periods in medical history, but a period in the latter half of which there has been
an unfortunate amount of cultural apartheid in the profession of medicine.
Tonight I would like to discuss three aspects of this cultural apartheid.
WHOLE-TIME V. PART-TIME OFFICERS.
In the past quarter of a century the Science of Medicine has tended to become
dominant while the practice of the Art-which is still so important in medicine-
has tended to decline. The whole-time professorial unit which has developed with
the scientific age is often regarded by part-time colleagues as a unit which adopts
the scientific to the almost complete exclusion of the humanitarian method. If
we look at the relationship between members of a whole-time professorial unit
and their part-time colleagues can we say it is ideal? Who is to blame? They
are both to blame. In a recent publication the following quotation referred to
the qualifications the writer considered necessary for the head of an obstetric
and gynacological teaching unit: -
"If we are to encourage the better student . . . we must light the flame
of enthusiasm early in his career and keep it burning high with stimulating
teaching and the challenge of research. This, together with a stronger
emphasis on well-supervised more extensive clinical experience, will produce
the type of specialist necessary for the future understanding of our specialty.
Such teaching must be introduced by one who has the attributes of a
stimulating teacher; who has had a liberal clinical experience where
compassion, humility, and human understanding have been flavoured with
the anguish of disaster, the elation of success, the competence of experience,
and the sincere thirst for research; and who has the interest of the student
at heart."
(Hughes: Obstet. Gynec., May, 1963, p. 639) (2).
This was written in 1963, but sounds like an emotional outburst not uncommon
about 1763. It describes the training of a student which would be almost im-
possible to arrange with the present curriculum, and a man or woman, as head
of the department, whom it would be difficult or impossible to find today.
Some of the qualities described above can be attained only by a man who, before
becoming head of a department, has had extensive experience as a part-time
consultant. As a result of this he has probably not had the time, training or
opportunity to engage in what would be regarded today as real scientific research.
If this paragon of virtue with "the attributes of a stimulating teacher" and
"a liberal clinical experience" can be tempted to leave his part-time activities and
become the head of a wvhole-time unit, why is he regarded with such suspicion
by the very group he has just left? This, perhaps, arises from the fact that he
2becomes the head of a department who has people working with and for him,
and therefore arouses the natural antipathy which surrounds anyone who is a
"head." If, in addition, his department is working as it should, he will be
producing original work which should bring credit to his school and hospital,
and this, in its turn, may arouse a certain amount of jealousy.
I believe that there should be closer association between university departments
and part-time consultants, that a certain number of part-time consultants should
take an active part in the work of the Department, both in teaching and research.
This would entail a considerable amount of "after hours" work for the part-time
worker as it does for the whole-time professor or departmental lecturer.
I believe that this closer association would lead to mutual understanding and
respect. The part-time consultant feels that the whole-time professor has a certain
amount of protection from the outside world and can pursue his interests un-
disturbed by the competition of private consultant practice. The whole-time
professor, and all the members of his team, feel that they are badly treated by
the Iinlaind Rev,enue as conmpared with their part-time colleagues, and that they
canniot afford to educate their children as well as can their opposite numbers.
Both these beliefs are real and probably true, but when one views the changing
social world in which we live is it not possible that the differences described
are not as important as we think?
The conscientious whole-time professor and the members of his staff work
very hard-I really believe harder than they are given credit for-but I do not
believe that many of them would change places with their part-time colleagues;
in fact, quite a number of part-time colleagues seem to be anxious to become
whole-time officers.
While we have been raised from witchcraft by the efforts of our colleagues
in the basic sciences, and our objectives must be to produce students who
recognise the importance of scientific research, I deplore the increasing disposition
to consider clinical competence and clinical research as inferior to scientific
research. To secure both approaches in an obstetric and gyiaxcological department
may mean two men at the head with entirely different training and interests.
I think Queen's has been particularly fortunate in the appointment of my
successor, Professor Pinkerton, a man who has had an extensive clinical experi-
ence and, like myself, received his early training from my predecessor, with on
top of this a scientific training which I am sure will enhance the reputation of
the Department and Medical School.
Undoubtedly science and technology are on trial, and in some way science must
be made aware of its human origin and the human being to whom it is applied.
The emotional approach is not a helpful one, and there is already too much
opinion and too little understanding of the problem.
Medicine, no matter how much it develops along scientific lines, must always
be an "applied science," and one differing from all the rest in that the application
is to mian himself. Its application must be made in such a way that it will produce
the maximum of relief to the sick man, and this calls for certain qualities in the
3practising doctor which differ from those required in the practice of any other
applied science. Herein lies the Art of medicine.
A few weeks ago I listened to a distinguished scientist, a Fellow of the Royal
Society, Sir Charles Harington(3), reading the Nuffield Lecture in the Royal
Society of Medicine. His lecture was entitled "The Debt Science owes to
Medicine," and in this outstanding lecture, among many other notable statements,
he made two remarks which I would like to repeat. First, "The scientific problem
has been set by observations made in the practice of the art," and secondly,
"The complete doctor must be something more than a scientist."
I would not wish my audience to think that I do not appreciate the deep debt
that we obstetricians owe to the scientific approach to oliguria and anuria follow-
ing accidental haemorrhage, to mention but one advance. There are many women
alive, well and happy, today who would be dead were it not for the work of
Professor Bull and his co-workers.
Scientists prefer to deal with things they can measure and weigh and express
in quantitative terms, like the electrolyte balance, but in medicine, no matter
how scientifically one reviews the patient, there are certain features like fear and
pain which are real but difficult to assess and record in discrete units.
The motto on the Campbell medal is: "Where there is love of humanity there
is love of the art." If I might now add one from a paper by Dr. Girdwood(4):
"When humanity is lost medicine is not a noble career"
(Bnit. med. I., March 9, 1963; p.631)
While medicine is undoubtedly a science it is a science in which the scientist is
dealing with people and not things.
When I was in Malaya and Singapore earlier this year I acted as extern
examiner. As the patients arrived for the clinical examination I noticed that each
of them had a piece of tape, on which there was a number, sewn round her wrist.
I asked the nurse what this meant and her reply was, "We do not remember the
name, we remember the number." While this attitude may be justified in
Singapore, where there are so many people of the same name, we must never
let this occur in British medicine.
There is undoubtedly a tendency in some whole-time departments to forget
the patient and the patients' relatives in a way that is impossible in part-time
practice. While the profit motive may make men greedy, its absence may make
men lazy, and lazy not only from the viewpoint of work but in being careless
about their relationships with patients and their relatives. A part-time consultant
who appeared at a consultation carelessly or untidily dressed, or who would not
be bothered to discuss matters with the patient or the relatives, would soon find
that he was infrequently required. Sometimes one finds that departmental heads
can be careless about things that are not scientifically important.
In addition, as I have already mentioned, some people feel that the whole-time
professorial unit has an entirely scientific outlook. Leslie Williams(5), in his
Simpson Memorial Lecture, hit out at the professorial unit in the following way:
4"You may find that the student from a certain teaching hospital might have
difficulty in recognising normal from abnormal uterine contractions in an
obstetric case unless he has a pantechnicon full of seven channel toko
dyanometers. Those of another unit may be great experts in diagnosing
hydatidiform mole by ultrasonic echo, while yet knowing little about hum-
drum things. And exactly the same thing applies to a surgical unit. Thus
it may be that a student from a certain hospital will have an extensive know-
ledge of how to replace three inches of diseased aorta by the appropriate
length of a better tubing material . . . (but) his knowledge of minor
surgery is rudimentary."
He did not criticise the physicians, but I might point out that it would appear
that the modern student is not taught in medical wards to take a pulse, or to
recognise the significance of alterations in its rate or volume, or the significance
of a moist tongue.
I take exception to Williams' criticisms of a modern method of diagnosing
hydatidiform mole as this has been a real advance and a valuable contribution
from a whole-time professorial unit.
Medicine has become so complex and scientific that it is impossible for any one
man to cover the whole field, but I would endorse the aphorism of A. C. Barnes
(Baltimore): "Specialization is the privilege of concentrating on one area rather
than permission to forget all other areas." Without our colleagues in other
specialties life would become quite unbearable. We can learn from them only if
we are in close contact with them either in societies such as this, or at hospital
meetings. As I have said, in many university towns there is rivalry between
university departments and part-time colleagues, but let this be friendly rivalry,
not mutually destructive warfare.
THE FAMILY DocrOR AND THE CONSULTANT.
Earlier this year, in a newspaper, there was a small note headed "Dead End,"
referring to the National Health Service. It read as follows:
"In no profession is the gulf between the specialist and the rank and file wider
than in medicine. The harassed parson may at least indulge in daydreams
of gaiters, or even write a treatise on the First Council of Nicea, but once
a man has become a G.P. he renounces all hope of Harley Street and no
longer has time to do useful and intellectually stimulating research on the
side."
Is this true? Renunciation of Harley Street may be no hardship, but many
family doctors have done "useful and intellectually stimulating research," and we
have several examples of this in our own midst.
Why is there a gulf between the family doctor and consultant? For somebody
in my generation this is hard to understand even today. As a junior consultant
I was dependent for my bread and butter, and very much later the cake, on the
goodwill of the family doctor. I would not like you to think that this was
cupboard love, because it was not. Many of these family doctors were so much
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colder, so much more experienced than 1- was, and usually so honest in their
criticism, that I was taught a great deal by most of them, and as a result I had
a great respect for many of them.
Today the junior consultant is paid a salary which makes the profit motive
unnecessary, and to a certain degree has helped to destroy some of the former
relationship that existed between the two groups. I have been told that patients
may even be seen today without the family doctor being present, the consultant
having been given the address of the patient. There can be no excuse for this
practice, for the family doctor is in possession of information regarding the
patient and the patient's background which the consultant cannot obtain during
his short contact with the patient. When I was a very junior consultant I re-
member well a country family doctor, whom I had never met before, sending
me a patient who required a hysterectomy. He came to the operation and
assisted. At the end of the operation he turned to me and said: "Had you done
a subtotal hysterectomy I should never have employed you again." His reason
for this attitude was that he had seen three cancers of cervical stumps following
subtotal hysterectomy in his own practice. This is an example of two things-
first, how the family doctor can protect his patient, and secondly, how he can
take part in the training of the junior consultant. Today I am afraid the family
doctor does not often see his patients operated on, and of course in hospital
neither patient nor doctor has any guarantee as to who performs the operation.
The family doctor is still the greatest standby of the individual patient, even
when that patient happens to be a doctor himself (and I can speak from personal
experience) and he should still be the guide, philosopher, and friend of the house-
hold. I believe that it is only by restoring the relationship between family doctor
and consultant that the profession can be reunited. That many realise this can
be seen in Dr. Annis Gillie's report(6) and in the attempts to incorporate the
family doctor in schemes whereby they help to train medical students in general
practice and obstetrics.
For a number of years there were family doctors associated with my
department and these men performed a most useful service and a service that
the students fully appreciated. Some time ago one of my students who had
completed his two months' residence went to another hospital to gain extra
experience in domiciliary midwifery. He wrote to me stating that he felt that
he had learnt more from the few cases he had done with one of the three family
doctors associated with my department than he had on the district of a very
large teaching hospital.
More recently, Professor Pemberton has inaugurated a scheme in which forty
family doctors have signified their willingness to co-operate. In this scheme the
student is given the opportunity of residing with or attending at the practice
of a family doctor for a period of one or two weeks depending on whether he
is resident or non-resident. A suggested curriculum has been produced for the
guidance of the family doctor, and while this is important I believe that some
things not mentioned in the curriculum, like the relationship of patient and doctor,
6how to deal with patients and their relatives, etc., are also essential and will be
taught unconsciously by the good doctor.
Last July, at the meeting of the British Medical Association, Sir George
Pickering's Presidential Address was entitled "Manners Makyth Man," and I
believe that this period of association with the family doctor and his wife is an
occasion for the exhibition of good manners, and if these are not evident the
doctor's wife will have an opportunity of taking part in the training of the future
doctor. On quite a few occasions doctors' wives have complained to me about
the manners (or absence of manners) of their husband's locum. When they have
reached the stage of being a locum without having acquired some manners it is
too late, but at the student stage the young men and women are still at a receptive
mood, especially perhaps to hints from the doctor's wife.
In this way the student gets an insight into the pleasures and difficulties of
general practice at an early stage and when he becomes a resident doctor in
hospital can appreciate the position of the family doctor. This is very necessary,
because there is a type of young hospital officer who, when speaking to a family
doctor on the telephone, is inclined to regard that doctor not as a colleague,
but as an inferior being who is trying to double-cross him about getting patients
admitted to hospital. I have to admit that I have had the experience of being
very rudely treated by the colleague on the other end of the telephone, so that
sometimes the junior house officer is not to blame.
THE CIVIL SERVANT AND THE DocrOR.
"Medical science is a way of looking at man's behaviour in the mass;
art is a way of coping with a complex human situation confronting the
individual." (Gilchrist(7): Lancet, July 6, 1963, p. 1).
The relationship of the civil service and civil servants to the doctor is very
much the same as medical science to the art, for the civil servant must look at
"man's behaviour in the mass."
I have had the privilege of being a member of the Hospitals Authority for six
years, and I can assure you that to be head of a department and a member of
the Authority at the same time guarantees you a double dose of suspicion.
At the beginning may I say that I have acquired a profound respect for the
Chairman, Mr. McKinney, the Vice-Chairman, Mrs. Mackie, and many of the
executive officers of the Authority for their unselfish service to the medical
profession and the Northern Ireland community. I believe that this service could
be greatly improved were it not for the parochialism of the lay community and
the individualism of many members of the medical profession.
Can the civil service reunite the profession? I believe that much could be done
if we could see each other's point of view. In his Rede Lecture on the Two
Cultures and the Scientific Revolution(l), Sir Charles Snow has a sentence: "There
seems then to be no place where the cultures meet." We, the medical profession
(both consultants and family doctors), and the civil servant are most fortunate
7in that there is one place where, figuratively speaking, we must meet-the
patient's bedside.
At the present time we have too many hospitals in Northern Ireland: in other
words, too many isolated units, with the result that we cannot get together in
larger groups, something which is essential if we are to unite for the benefit of
the patient. In my opinion, and I believe in the opinion of many, the ideal set-up
would be about 6-8 general hospitals providing nearly every type of medical
service, including general practitioner units.
The general practitioner units for obstetrics, as exemplified by Malone Place,
have, I think, been most successful and will continue to be so, provided that
the relationship between the practitioner and the consultants is good. All con-
cerned must recognise that it is not possible, nor is it safe for the patient, to
run a general practitioner unit without consultant cover. This undoubtedly means
extra work for the consultants concerned, and the question of remuneration may
have to be considered for both consultant obstetrician and consultant anxsthetist
as these units increase in number. I think that these general practitioner units
should be extended to medicine in association with the general hospital. In this
way one would have not only general practitioners who are interested in mid-
wifery, but many others who do not wish to do midwifery, in close contact with
their medical, surgical, obstetrical, and gynacological colleagues and the ancillary
services which are so essential for the patient and every group of the profession.
Of course there will be serious opposition to such a proposal-sometimes that
means that it is a very good proposal. Tradition, sentiment, distance for visiting,
etc., etc., will be raised, and even the most virulent political and medical opponents
will be united in trying to defeat progress. The great advantages of the reduction
in the number of hospitals are so obvious that one wonders why it is opposed.
Staffing problems at all levels would be eased, the patient would get a better
service, many economies in the service could result, and with consultants,
general practitioners, and administrators in daily contact many of the present
misunderstandings would vanish.
Robert Louis Stevenson, in defining the ideal physician, wrote as follows:
"There are men and classes of men that stand above the common herd:
the soldier, the sailor, and the shepherd not infrequently; the artist rarely;
rarelier still the clergyman; the physician almost as a rule. He is the flower
(such as it is) of our civilisation; and when that stage of man is done with,
and only to be marvelled at in history, he will be thought to have shared as
little as any in the defects of the period, and most notably exhibited the
virtues of the race. Generosity he has, such as is possible to those who
practise an art, never to those who drive a trade; discretion, tested by a
hundred secrets; tact, tried in a thousand embarrassments; and what are more
important, Herculean cheerfulness and courage. So that he brings air and
cheer into the sick room, and often enough, though not so often as he wishes,
brings healing."
Have we, as a profession, in our dealings with the members of the community
and the State lived up to R. L. Stevenson's definition of the ideal physician?
8We have been referred to as the strongest trade union in the world. Last
November Sir Robert Platt, in referring to the part played by the British Medical
Association in the formative years of the National Health Service, used some
very strong words about this aspect of our profession:
"The methods of the British Medical Association were those of the trade
unionists not appropriate to the leadership of a great profession (as a result)
a generation of doctors has been taught to a disparage British medicine, and
to speak of the Health Service in terms of contempt."
As a result of our disunity we have, I hope only temporarily, reduced our status
with the general public as compared with that of years gone by. We are a group
of people who are accustomed to deal with individuals and who like to be treated
as individuals ourselves, not en masse as the State prefers. In spite of all this, I
believe that the individual doctor, in his relationship with the State and the
community, has done his best to merit R. L. Stevenson's commendation.
Yet there is something wrong when the recent survey suggests that, irrespective
of political outlook, one-third of the population surveyed would like to opt out
of the National Health Service. This means either that the man in the street also
wishes to be treated as an individual by the individual of his choice, and perhaps
is an indication that, in building new hospitals, an increased number of private
beds should be available, or that we, as members of the profession, have lost the
human touch when dealing with National Health Service and hospital patients.
We must not forget that "When humanity is lost medicine is not a noble career."
I believe that the doctors who remember this dictum and who obey the golden
rule are still in the large majority and do their best to treat their patients, private
or public, in the way they would like to be treated themselves and give most
valuable and unselfish service to the State.
There are, of course, black sheep in every profession, and if I may quote from
a talk on the Sociology of Work(8), "The newspapers have made us all aware
of the defensive or restrictive practices of manual workers. What is not so
generally known is that such 'informal' systems of conduct prevail at all levels of
industry, in commerce and the professions, as well as in universities, in hospitals,
and everywhere that men work together. It is simply not done to betray a
colleague's insufficiencies wherever you are employed; and this notion of loyalty,
and indeed responsibility to one's colleagues, has resulted in many a director or
manager, equally with a machine operator, being 'carried' or otherwise protected
by presenting a 'front' of general efficiency to the rest of the enterprise."
(J. A. Banks, Listener, May 2, 1963, p. 743.)
I really do not mind "the passenger" who says little as he usually leaves you
to get on with your own work, but I do object to the vociferous one who tries
to convince the outside world that he is much busier than he reallv is. There is
also the type who cries ceaselessly for additional staff, regardless of public
expense, because the bigger his staff the bigger his importance. This does not,
however, have any regard for the future of his additional staff, e.g., the senior
registrar, and does not always mean increased productivity. As the old Chinese
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Dproverb puts it(9): "One man will carry two pails of water for himself; two
men will carry one pail for their mutual use; three will carry none for anybody's
use." I am glad to say there are not many of these in the profession.
Our culture is not bifurcated, it is fractured, and how are we to remedy this?
Only when we all realise that we, consultants, family doctors, and civil servants,
are responsible for each other, we sink or swim together; we are in no position
to repudiate any of the mistakes or the frictions that have caused the fracture.
In the words of John Donne:
"No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent,
a part of the main."
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